
01 June 2017.  Minutes of the Executive Committee of Iyengar Yoga Association of New 
Zealand
Meeting 1.30pm by Skype.
Present:  Melodie (Chair), Roger (Secretary), Jyoteeka (Treasurer), Anna and Kathleen.
Minutes for last meeting of 18 April 2017 approved.  
Financial Report:  
Jyoteeka:  Final expenses and claims for Jawahar’s visit have been paid and processed.  
Association has earned approximately $8,000 from the workshops.  Current Account now has 
small excess of $100,000 – we are in healthy position.   Funds are therefore available for 
more PR and outreach.
Discussion about PR:    Facebook seems to be gaining momentum, and is receiving an 
increased number of ‘hits’, and there is much more activity.  Rosie is doing a great job getting 
the message out.  Getting the profile of our ‘Page’ up is useful.  More local posts appearing, 
and will build up slowly.  Kath has proposed ‘teacher profiles’, and sent an e mail asking for 
teachers to come forward – seven responses to this e mail.  Some retreats have also been 
posted.  Suzi has offered to post Pune updates while she is at the Institute.  Melodie said that 
Abhijatata does not permit photographs taken in her class to be posted on FB.   Further 
discussion about fielding new Iyengar Yoga students.   Jyoteeka suggested we have 
‘beginners half price’ class advertised on FB – maybe even a half-price monthly ticket for 
new students.  Exec thought that teachers would welcome this as it would go a long way 
towards securing new students.  Jyoteeka will co-ordinate with Kathleen and Rosie to try to 
get this moving.  Jyoteeka will come back to us.
Kathleen:  Link report:  Events schedule is being prepared.  Starting to compile the next ‘hard 
copy’ link – hoping to publish end of November.  Some useful content already compiled.  
This edition will be smaller – hopefully under 200g (cheaper postage).   Calendar for 2018 
will be included.  Hopefully Association workshop dates will be available by then.  Gabriella 
is visiting November 2018, (16-18 November, 23-25 November) two week-end workshops in 
different centres.  Manuoso is coming in April  (but not  an IYANZ sponsored event).      
Anna suggested we compile an article on Gabriella for this ‘Link’ similar to the Jawahar 
profile.   Gabriella has an impressive number of postings on ‘You tube’.

Melodie reported on the Moderator’s meeting yesterday.  Moderators have suggested that 
Melodie does not moderate in Jakarta.  Three assessors are going already.  Intro requires 
Three Assessors and one Moderator.  J1 requires one Moderator and two Assessors.  Exec 
believes that Melodie could declare herself impartial moderator despite the fact that her 
students are being assessed.  Exec feels an exemption can be made in this instance as no other 
NZ assessors are available, and the candidates should not be asked for the increased cost of 
another assessor.  Suzi Carson could be promoted as a J1 assessor on this occasion.  Suzi 
Lever and Corrie Regnier are also assessing.   Exec has faith that this strong group of 
Assessors will work in a fair and impartial way.    Exec acknowledges this an awkward 
situation and is confident a fair assessment will take place.  Suzie has trained and assessed 
people at this level.   Assessment 8th and 9th September.   Melodie has asked Rosie to attend, 
but she is not available.  Exec acknowledges this awkward situation, and wishes to be fully 
transparent in this matter.
Next meeting  Tuesday 11th July 2017.  1.30pm – Skype.


